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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The authors reported a rare case of urothelial carcinomas，which was found at three

different sites. This case report may strengthen the cognition of managing this disease.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear authors! I read with interest your manuscript "Successive urothelial carcinomas in

the renal pelvis, bladder, and urethra: a case report and literature review". This case

report is generally well-written. However, it requires deep language and style polishing.

Is it really a case of "successive carcinomas" or a case of metachronous cancer? Please,

consider to change the title, if applicable. I would recommend to add more details on the

specificity/originality of the described case (what a reader can learn from the described

case? what conclusion(s) can be made based on the described? and whether some change

in the standard clinical practice should be made or at least discussed), instead of

repeating the data of the case once again. In this part, please, add the details of the

possible reasons of such an unusual localization and re-appearance (genetic? viral? etc) if

possible. Please, consider to change the Conclusion, as the current one is self-evident and

does not require the publication of a case-report. Ethical statement: according to the

described, it was not a study, and the subject was treated according to standards of care

with the real life influence. The data were collected retrospectively. The subject could

provide an informed consent to use the data in the scientific purposes and publication of

the data of his examination or even no specific consent. Please, check the Ethics

statement section.
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